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<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Is it a Bird? Is it a plane? No…it’s a ..Dragon?!

FCO Cmdr Foster says:
@::lying on the floor unconscious::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::On the Tal War with a small group of people that Domar the ship kidnapped.::

XO Quchant says:
::unconscious and snoring::

CTO Ens Koval says:
::With Lorehani, attempting to calculate the next logical course of action.::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#Aloud: Everyone OK?

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Ok, we need to get off this puppy but I don't want to leave Telgar.... ::Looks at the stasis tube.::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#All: Okay, let's get out of here. CO: In case we only get out of here as prisoners, I want some tools hidden on our person that could aid our escape. That'd be your job.

XO Quchant says:
@::starts to come to::
CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CMO: I'm okay for a man in my condition. ::smiles at the CEO::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::nods:: CEO: Lieutenant, you alright?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
::turns to the CMO:: CMO: I am fine, thanks Doc. You and me can work on not letting that happen. Suggestions on how to get out of this pit?


ACTION:  In the caves, people are milling around.  Kids are screaming.  Fires for cooking can be seen.  The Away Team has been tucked away into a corner.


CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: Shall I bring her?

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO: What do you expect me to do swallow some?

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Can you carry a Stasis tube?

FCO Cmdr Foster says:
@::twitches and slowly starts coming too again::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO: If you're not going to say anything constructive...

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: Can't we just take her out?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CEO: Let's see, we'd need to do a scan, see what we can discover about this place without leaving the shuttle.

XO Quchant says:
@::reaches out and shakes the FCO::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Looks at the tube hard::  CTO:  She was dying Ensign.  I don't know if we should chance it.  ::Makes a quick decision::  She should be safe here.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO: I apologise, I'll collect some things together.

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Foster....you ok?

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: We should concentrate on finding the crew.

FCO Cmdr Foster says:
@::snaps to consciousness as the XO shakes him and becomes instinctively defensive scurrying back toward the wall with his fists balled up until his sight clears up::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::looks around for breathing equipment:: CEO/CO: Lieutenant, sir, do you see any EVA suits? It would make surviving this environment a lot easier.

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Woah...calm down...

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Sighs::  CTO:  They are probably on the other side of the universe.  Let's see what is out there.  Weapon up.

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: I highly doubt we, or they have left the quadrant.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::focuses his sight on the XO:: XO: Christ Thomas, don't do that. ::puts his arms down:: How long have I been out?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO: Thank you. ::trying to think straight, his first time commanding an away team:: CMO: Yes, I did already suggest that. I'll see what I can get on sensors.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Well according to the sensors...we are on the outer rim of space.  That is far away.  ::Smiles::  I've never seen you before now and you new?  ::Starts heading towards the nearest airlock.::

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Slightly longer than me?  No idea.  ::fumbles for his communicator to see if it's there::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::nods:: CEO: Very well, I will see what I can do with the equipment we have, I will need to supplement my away team medical kit.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::opens a locker:: CEO: There’s EVA suits here Sir...

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::nods to the CMO then turns to the console to see what he can get on sensors::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::looks around for the stasis tube:: XO: Where is she?

CTO Ens Koval says:
::follows Lorehani:: Lorehani: I must admit, I do not possess much experience yet, I have only just graduated from the Academy. I trust you will compensate for my inefficiencies.

XO Quchant says:
@::taps badge:: *XO*: Commander Quchant to any Starfleet personnel

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Smiles:: CTO:  You will be fine Ensign... At least we are not being blown up.  ::Enters an airlock and heads straight for the panel.::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::removes an EVA suit for the CEO and CMO:: CEO: Here you go Chief ::passes the suit over:: CMO: And Doc.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::starts stocking his medical kit with the shuttle's med kit:: CO: Thank you, sir. ::takes the suit::



CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO/CMO: Seems we're too deep to get any helpful readings. I don't really want to wait around down here for the wrong rescue team to show up. ::takes the suit and starts donning it as he hears the comm:: *XO*: Commander Quchant?

XO Quchant says:
@*CEO*: Where are you?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::takes a look around at the area he can see, looking for other crewmembers, escape routes and anyone who looks like they might be prisoners::

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: It seems your assumption was incorrect, they might be close by after all.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  You hear that?  ::That was her hubby's voice but what the heck?::  I think you are right.  ::Hits her combadge.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
*XO*:  Thomas!?!  Is that you?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#*XO*: I'm glad to hear you. We took a shuttle to look at some strange readings near the mountains and ended up getting attacked. I know it sounds absurd, but there were dragons. We're now stuck about a km under the sand.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::puts the suit on, adjusting the sleeves:: Self: A kilometre? This is not good...

XO Quchant says:
@*Lorey*: Yeah it's me...we're trapped in a cave about a km under the sand.....

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::puts on the EVA suit:: CEO: What are you orders then..... Sir?

XO Quchant says:
@*CEO*: Start shouting...

EO Lt Lorehani says:
*XO*:  What?  How?  Ensign Koval and I are just now leaving the ship.

XO Quchant says:
@*Lorehani*: No idea, but it sounds like the CEO is down here somewhere too.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO: Did the XO just suggest we shouted?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::still trying to scan:: CO: Hey, he's your XO...

XO Quchant says:
@*CEO*: You said you were in a cave under the sand?

EO Lt Lorehani says:
*XO*:  Ok I'll try to find you.  See you in a bit I hope.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CO: Have you got some equipment, si- er, Tobius?


CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#*XO*: Not exactly. We kind of created our own cave by flying into the surface at a high velocity.

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: I assume we're taking a shuttle down there?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::peers out round a corner::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO: I was thinking of walking actually.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#*CMO*: Yep all prepped, plenty of room inside this suit...

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: What if the ship decides to leave? We would be stranded.

XO Quchant says:
@*CEO*: Ah well never mind then.  We seem to be in a corner of a cave with some of the natives

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#All: I think I may have just found a way out... Seems when we crashed we penetrated an old abandoned tunnel of some sort... we can get to the surface through there.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Yes but our shipmates got here somehow so they must have a ship.  ::The airlock door opens::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#*XO*: Delightful. We may have found a way to get out of here, so we'll try that. Seems we may be coming to rescue you guys after all.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CEO: You are the engineer, what tools do we need? Given as soon as we break the seal of this shuttle, the sand is likely to come in...

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: Or at least, they had a ship…

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CMO: Well, got a bucket? ::manages a smile:: We just have to move about 3 metres to our left... shouldn’t require any extra equipment at all.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::looks down at the hot sand.::  CTO: You may have had a point there.  A shuttle may be in order.  ::Looks back at Koval.::

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Let's see if we can find our way out.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::stares at the climate:: Lorehani: I would enjoy a walk in the nature, but I must concur. A shuttle would be more efficient.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::blinks:: CEO: A bucket? Ah... right... ::checks his suit again::


EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Ok, why don't you go and get us one and I'll meet you here.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@XO: Hold up a moment... they look like they're about to serve dinner, we should wait until they're distracted.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::proceeds to walk in the direction of the nearest shuttle bay::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Just beam me from the doorway.  I'll try to access the workings of the ship once again.

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: I'll see you soon.

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Good point.

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: As long as dinner isn't...well...us.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@XO: I think if it was we'd know about it by now... look, over there, they're starting to dish up.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Taps her combadge.:: *XO*:  Thomas, Koval has gone to get a shuttle.  We should be heading for your location soon.  Just so you know, I tried scanning for you.  I can't find you.  Magnetic interference.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::looks around to check they are wearing the suits:: All: Ready?

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO: Ready as we'll ever be.

XO Quchant says:
@*Lorehani*: Probably something in the cave wall. Looks like the natives here are about to have a meal...we'll try to leave while they are distracted.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::moves, and opens the door:: Aloud: One small step for man... one giant load of sand for the shuttle...

EO Lt Lorehani says:
*XO*:  Ok, we will be in the air.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::steps slightly back to let the sand in:: CEO: Hmm, that phrase... I have heard it somewhere.

XO Quchant says:
@*FCO*: After you then.

CTO Ens Koval says:
:: opens the shuttle bay doors and crawls in the nearest shuttle::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::checks his phaser:: XO: I wonder why they let us keep these.
CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CMO: Yeah? You've been in a shuttle buried in sand before in your career?

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#Aloud: This reminds me of Pacifica... anyone got a bucket and spade?

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: at least that's a good sign I guess.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO: Keep your eye out for officers combadges being dropped then...

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CEO: Ye...er...No..no...no..no... that 'Small step for man' part... ::sighs:: Never mind.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::powers up the engines and slowly takes her out::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@XO: You know... maybe these people could help us. ::thinks:: If they wanted to kill us they'd have done it while we were out... and they certainly wouldn't have left us our weapons and combadges.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CMO: Yeah... Earths first moon landing... Poetic and better than the Pakled, "Woohoo we made it."


ACTION:  They dragon riders are all heading into the cave.  It is meal time you know.  The Riders are big people.  Schwartzenegger, was the 98 pound weakling compared to these riders.


XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Ok...ask one where the exit is.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::awkwardly takes out his tricorder and starts taking readings::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@XO: That almost sounds like a dare Thomas.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::flies the shuttlecraft right next to the airlock where Lorehani is::

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: You're good with people...

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::moves through the sand:: CMO/CO: Ah here it is... give me a hand here...

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Waves to Koval.::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::puts the tricorder away and helps the CEO::

CTO Ens Koval says:
::locks on to Lorehani and beams her over ::


FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@XO: Ok... but if I get knocked out again I'm going to kick your ass. ::smiles and looks for someone who looks "in charge".::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::moves towards the CEO to help:: CEO: Nothing like a bit of on the job team bonding.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Materializes onto the shuttle and she takes her seat beside Koval.  Begins scanning and finds some life signs.::  CTO:  Ok head in these coordinates. Let's see who is on the ground.

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: If you get knocked out again, you'll know why you're asking and not me.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::nods and takes the shuttle to given coordinates::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO: Yes, we should arrange scheduled shuttle crashes. ::grins and falls into the gap in the tunnel wall as the sand flows into it.:: What the.. WAAAAAH!

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Sees sand, sand and funnily enough more sand.  Then she gets a glimpse of something sorta moving on the ground.  It's like they are trying to dig out.::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CEO: Lieutenant! ::loses his footing and follows the CEO down:: Aaaahhh!

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO:  Ok, let's land over where the ruckus is.  Seems like someone needs our help.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO/CMO: Stop fooling aroun.....  arghhhh ::follows after them::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::gets up, then falls down again as the CMO lands on top of him:: CMO: Oh boy... Wait...::pushes the CMO off:: Do you hear that? It sounds like a shuttle...

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::falls down a third time as the CO falls on top of him, landing on top of the CMO::

CTO Ens Koval says:
:: raises his head from the console and sees whats going on:: Lorehani: Aye.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::lands on the CEO::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::lands on the CEO:: CEO: Oops, sorry...umm... ::gets up quickly but is crushed::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO: This is slightly more bonding than I meant.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::lands the shuttle approximately 10m from the hole::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO: Get off'a me you big oaf!


CMO Lt Rokar says:
#Aloud: Can't... breathe... get... OFF!

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::rolls off the CEO::

CTO Ens Koval says:
::grabs a phaser and opens the door:: Lorehani: Shall we?

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Goes to the weapons locker and opens it. Pulls out some rifles and hands one to Koval.::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::opens his tricorder:: CO: You're not going to be happy about this... seems someone stole your yacht.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#CEO@ You just be thankful our old CTO wasn't with us!

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CTO: Let's go.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::walks toward the hole::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CO: Yes, I met the guy. Liked a sandwich every now and then.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#::rolls to the side and checks no ribs are broken:: Aloud: I would be dead if it had been that Lurian!

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CMO/CO: I'm also picking up Andorian and Vulcan/Romulan lifeforms...

CTO Ens Koval says:
::stops a few meters before the hole::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
#::laughs:: CMO: No lasting harm done I'm sure.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::walks up to one person who seems to be observing the group:: Man: Excuse me... you live here right?

CTO Ens Koval says:
Aloud: Hello? Anyone down there?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CEO: Vulcan and Romulan? ::takes out his tricorder::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Stops beside Koval and looks down in the hole.  Tries not to laugh.::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#CTO: Hello?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
#CTO: Who is there? ::looks around:: Self: Please tell me that I am not hearing voices... again...

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: We're here to rescue you, but it seems you have everything under control.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
#::calls out again:: CTO: What brings you to our neck of the tunnel?

Man says:
@::Looks at the stranger strangely::  FCO:  Ya think?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@Man: Oh so you do speak a language other than violence... ::smiles:: What is this place?

CTO Ens Koval says:
Lorehani: Should I bring a... rope?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: Oh, no no no... rescue away. CMO: Isn't that the new CTO… you  know the Taekwondo Super Mario master?

Man says:
@ FCO:  You are in the home of the Beast Riders.  The elite Calvary of the Torgin Empire.  You are really from afar if you don't know of the Queen Quinn.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CEO: Taekwondo?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CTO: Konichiwa.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::laughing::  CTO:  No... I got a better idea.  ::Taps her combadge.::  *Shuttle*:  Five to beam.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CMO: Yeah, some ancient Earth Japanese sushi cooking skills or something.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
Lorehani: ::shouts up the hole:: Glad to see you....  been spending quality time with your new boss.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@Man: We were chasing our ship and it came here... I doubt if it even knows where we are.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CEO: I have heard the name but that is not a Japanese skill of any form... I would know, I grew up in Japan... ::smirks::


ACTION:  Lorehani, CTO, CMO, CEO and the CO are all beamed to the yacht.


CEO Lt Mattheson says:
::turns to the CO:: CO: You mean... she's one of my minions?

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: Just for your information, the art is Korean.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: Sorry, Ensign. CMO: Korean Sushi Cooking.

XO Quchant says:
@::stands next to the FCO::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
::turns to the CEO as they materialise:: CEO: She's been in charge of engineering for a while.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Grabs the CEO by the throat::  CEO:  Did you say Minion?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
::stifles a laugh::

CTO Ens Koval says:
::grins at the sight::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
Lorehani: Now, now Lorehani, we're all one big happy family...  ::walks past and whispers:: give him hell in engineering though.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
Lorehani: Feisty little thing...

CMO Lt Rokar says:
Lorehani: Hey hey... ::steps forward::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Grins:: CO:  Don't you know it, Sir.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CO:  So what now? My hubby is missing.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@Man: Listen, me and my friend here would like to get back to our ship... can you tell us how to get out of here?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: So, Mr... I'm sorry what was your name?

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: Koval, Sylar Koval.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
Lorehani: Ask the CEO, I'm still on medical leave and the CEO wants it by the book.

Man says:
@ FCO:  You will be staying for the foreseeable future as they Queen may want to see you.
FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@Man: Why would she want to see us?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: Koval... Doesn't sound very Korean-ny.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
CO: I tossed the book a long time ago.  He brings another one, I burn it.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CTO: Did you grow up in Korea?


Man says:
@ FCO:  She checks out all strangers.

CTO Ens Koval says:
CMO: No.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
::turns to the CMO confused then back at the CTO:: CTO: So why did you learn Taekwondo?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@Man: And when is she likely to be here?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
::blinks:: CTO: But... you said you knew Taekwondo, did you do it on a summer camp?

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: I liked the art.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
::confused looks back to the CMO:: CMO: Art of preparing raw fish? ::quietly::

Man says:
@FCO:  She will send for us.  ::Shoves a leg of greasy meat in the FCO's face and someone else offers food to the XO.::

XO Quchant says:
@::beckons to the FCO::

CMO Lt Rokar says:
::folds his arms:: CTO: Over the ancient art of karate-do, Ensign? ::quietly:: baka.

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: Perhaps I could demonstrate it to you, later in the holodeck. To clear up any misconceptions.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Puts her fingers to her mouth and lets out a loud whistle and waits.::

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@Man: I'll be right back... ::walks back over to the XO:: XO: Friendly bunch here.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CTO: Can I join, Ensign? I am exceedingly curiou- ::glances as Lorehani whistles::

CO Cpt Wuer says:
CEO: If you don't mind Lieutenant I think we should find the XO and may the Tal-War.....  Aloud: Whose driving this Yacht.

Man says:
@::Shrugs and drops the meat back onto the plate.::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
::smiles at the CTO then turns to the CMO then back to the CTO:: CTO: Ooooo.....kay!

CTO Ens Koval says:
CO: I was flying it, prior to your arrival.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CO: Yes. I am assuming you are taking command at this stage? It is your ship.

XO Quchant says:
@FCO: Seems to be...let's see if we can find our own way out...we still have weapons....low stun.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
All:  The XO is in the caves but we can't scan them.  How did you guys crash anyway.  The skies are clear.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
::looks to Lorehani:: Lorehani: Thanks.

CTO Ens Koval says:
::whispers:: CMO: Yes, you may join us.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
Lorehani: Some Dragon thingymajiggymabob landed on us.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
Lorehani: We happened across a flock of dragons.

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::nods and confirms that his phaser is set:: XO: He said something about their queen wanting to see us.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CTO: Great. ::grins::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::raises an eyebrow.::  CO:  Dragon's.... You still drinking Sir?

CTO Ens Koval says:
Aloud: You were defeated by simple creatures?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: Perhaps I could stage a demonstration later in the holodeck to clear up any misconceptions.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
::looks over to the CTO:: CTO: Okay take the helm, under normal circumstances I am the Captain, nice to meet you, In the mean time I'm running an illegal mutiny and you'll do as I say.

XO Quchant says:
@::points in a direction and motions for the FCO to go first:::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::Doesn't know what disturbs her more....The CO seeing Dragons or Koval believing in dragons.::

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
::sighs:: CO: Well, it was good while it lasted. I hand command back to you, Sir.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
Lorehani: Not touched a drop.... dragons definitely.

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: You didn't try shooting at them, did you?

FCO_Cmdr_Foster says:
@::heads off in the indicated direction::

EO Lt Lorehani says:
::looks at the CO.::  CO:  Uh huh.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CO: No hard feelings, Now I can concentrate more on picking on the newbie.

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: Nope.

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: Well, usually when someone attacks you. That's a good way to repel them.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
Lorehani: Any ideas on the last position of your hubby?

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CTO: We were going to try a high energy burst but the configurations took too long.

EO Lt Lorehani says:
XO:  In the mountains somewhere.  I suspect caves....

CTO Ens Koval says:
CMO: And why did you choose that in favour of the phasers?

CEO Lt Mattheson says:
CTO: Wow, you really are a gullible naive fresh out of the academy ensign, aren't you? It doesn't always work like that, and watch your tone, Sushi boy.

CMO Lt Rokar says:
CTO: Large beasts equals a large surface area, we wanted them to let go, not kill them.

CO Cpt Wuer says:
CTO: Set course towards them there mountains Ensign...

CTO Ens Koval says:
CO: Aye. ::sets in the course::

XO Quchant says:
::working round the edge of the cave::

CTO Ens Koval says:
CEO: Nothing personal, I'm just merely curious.


<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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